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          Pulsars and PWNe are powerful tools to study/test 
                                                    
 
- EOS of ultradense matter 
                    
- QED in strong magnetic fields 
 
- theories of gravitation in strong-field limits  
 
- supernova outburst mechanisms   
 
- interstellar medium 
 
- low-frequency gravitational waves  

- relativistic MHD flows and shocks     

- origin of primary e±-pairs in Cosmic Rays  (justifies my talk at KRAC mtg.) 
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Kounine,	ICRC	2017	
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Kounine,	ICRC	2017	



                                        Pulsars 
 
                                                           Rotating, strongly magnetized neutron stars  
                                                           acting as unipolar inductors.       
 
 
                                                           Maximum potential drop (voltage):  
                                                           
                                                            Vmax  ≈  6 × 1012 (B/1012 G) P-2 Volts.  
 
 
 
Realistic potential drops - much smaller, but high enough to accelerate particles to 
ultrarelativistic energies. 
 

  Pulsed radiation spectra 
  
  from radio to gamma-rays (across 16 decades!):  
 
- curvature and synchrotron emission 
 
- Inverse Compton scattering  
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Gaensler	&	Slane	2006	

Pulsar Wind Nebulae  
 
-  extended sources 
 
-   powered by relativistic magnetized wind from pulsar 
 
- radiation spectra from radio to gamma-rays: synchrotron emission   
  from shocked  pulsar wind and Inverse Compton scattering  
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Pulsed 
outside LC 

Unpulsed 

Crab	Nebula	in	X-rays	



First	measurement	of	the	extension	of	the	Crab	Nebula	at	TeV	energies	

HESS,	ICRC	2017	



   Gamma-ray pulsars               –  dominant class  
                                                      of Galactic GeV sources  (due to Fermi LAT) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Pulsar Wind Nebulae             – dominant class of                                     
                                                     Galactic TeV sources (H.E.S.S., VERITAS) 
 
         

Pulsations from the Vela Pulsar 
Down to 20 GeV with H.E.S.S. II
M. Gajdus, A. Djannati-Ataï, M. Chrétien, G. Giavitto, 
M. Holler, B. Rudak, T. Tavernier, and C. Venter  
on behalf of the H.E.S.S. Collaboration
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Figure 2: A map of the catalog of localized sources of TeV gamma-ray emission in Galactic coordinates as of November 2011, provided by the
online catalog TeVCat [14]

Figure 3: The Milagro survey of the Galactic plane. The z-axis is the
pre-trials statistical significance, with a fixed maximum of 7σ. Figure
from Abdo et al. [18].

sources, MGRO J2019+37, is not detected in these ob-
servations presents something of a mystery. The Tibet
ASγ air shower array, also at Yangbajing, consists of
∼ 750 closely-spaced scintillation detectors covering an
area of 36900 m2, and has demonstrated that this tech-
nique is also practical for the detection of bright TeV
sources [20].

4. Extragalactic TeV Sources

4.1. Blazars

Approximately 1% of all galaxies host an active nu-
cleus; a central compact region with much higher than
normal luminosity. Around 10% of these Active Galac-
tic Nuclei (AGN) exhibit relativistic jets, powered by
accretion onto a supermassive black hole. Many of the
observational characteristics of AGN can be attributed
to the geometry of the system; in particular, the orien-
tation of the jets with respect to the observer. Blazars,
which host a jet oriented at an acute angle to the line
of sight, are of particular interest for gamma-ray astron-
omy, as the emission from these objects is dominated by
relativistic beaming effects, which dramatically boost
the observed photon energies and luminosity.
The first extragalactic source discovered at TeV ener-

gies was Markarian 421 [11], a blazar of the BL Lacer-
tae sub-class. The extragalactic TeV catalog now com-
prises ∼ 50 objects, and continues to increase steadily
(Figure 4). Blazar SEDs show a double-peaked struc-
ture in a νFν representation of their spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED), with the lower frequency peak usu-
ally attributed to synchrotron emission of energetic elec-
trons, and the higher frequency peak to inverse Comp-
ton. BL Lac objects are further classified as low-,
intermediate- or high-frequency peaked, according to
the location of the peak of their synchrotron emission.
The majority (∼ 80%) of the known TeV blazars are
high-frequency peaked objects, in part because of inher-
ent biases in the target selection: initially, objects were
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2nd Pulsar Fermi LAT Catalog, 2013 

In 2016: 
Young pulsars:       112 
Millisecond pulsars: 93 
Total:                     205 



Vulcano, 25-31 May 2009 

2nd	Fermi	LAT	Pulsar	Catalog	2013	



Phased-averaged	spectral	energy	distribuQons	 Kuiper	+	2017	



TeV	pulsed	emission	from	the	Crab	pulsar	detected	by	MAGIC																																																																								
																																																																																																		(Ansoldi	et	al.	2015)		

													

A&A proofs: manuscript no. crabVHE

cated at the phases 0.9968±0.0020stat+0.0055syst−0.0048syst and
0.4046±0.0035stat+0.0047syst−0.0074syst respectively, in agree-
ment with the positions found at lower energies between 50 and
400GeV (Aleksić et al. 2012a). The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) for P1 is 0.010±0.003stat+0.003syst−0.010syst and for
P2 is 0.040±0.009stat + 0.005syst−0.008syst. The systematic un-
certainty on the estimation of the peak positions reflects the pre-
cision of the pulsar ephemerides used for this analysis, taking
into account the RMS of the timing noise, the uncertainty on the
arrival time of the first pulse taken as reference, and the error
introduced by the barycentric corrections. It also includes the ef-
fect of the histogram binning. The width of the peaks beyond this
energy is compatible within the errors with the value measured
below 400 GeV. Note that results reported above 400GeV for P1
are obtained for a ∼2σ signal and should be taken with caution.
For comparison, the best-fit P1 and P2 positions in the 100MeV
to 10GeV energy range are 0.9915±0.0005 and 0.3894±0.0022
(Abdo et al. 2010).

3.2. Energy spectra

Figure 3 shows the phase-folded spectral energy distributions
(SED) of P1 and P2 from ∼70GeV up to 1.5 TeV, obtained
by using the Bertero’s unfolding method (Bertero 1989). Both
the differential energy spectra are well-described by power-law
functions with a photon index, α, of 3.2 ± 0.4stat ± 0.3syst and
2.9 ± 0.2stat ± 0.3syst, for P1 and P2, respectively. The results of
the fits, shown in Table 2 for a normalization energy at 150GeV
(being the decorrelation energy 120 GeV and 190 GeV for P1
and P2 respectively), are in agreement with our earlier results
(Aleksić et al. 2012a, 2014). In the case of P2, the power-law
spectrum extends up to 1.5 TeV, whereas P1 cannot be measured
beyond 600GeV. At energies above the last obtained spectral
point, we computed ULs to the differential flux, at 95% CL,
under the assumption of the power-law spectrum found in this
work. However, a 20% change in the photon index yields a vari-
ation of less than 15% in the UL. These ULs are not constraining
any possible cutoff, given the current sensitivity of the instru-
ment. The spectral points and ULs are listed in Table 3.

The extrapolation of the MAGIC energy spectra to lower
energies agrees within the statistical errors with the spectra
measured with Fermi-LAT above 10GeV. The latter was al-
ready showing a deviation from the expected exponential cut-
off (Aleksić et al. 2014). A joint correlated-χ2-fit2 of MAGIC
and Fermi-LAT spectral points above 10GeV shows that the
new spectral components are well-represented (χ2/nd f=1.5/6
and χ2/nd f=8.5/9 for P1 and P2, respectively) by simple power-
law functions (see Table 2), where the normalization energy is
set to 50GeV. The photon indices of the two power-law func-
tions are α = 3.5 ± 0.1 and α = 3.0 ± 0.1 for P1 and P2, respec-
tively. The difference in the spectral slopes by ∆α = 0.5 ± 0.1
is significant by more than 3σ, indicating that the intensity of
P1 drops more rapidly with energy than that of P2. At X-ray en-
ergies (3–10 keV) NuSTAR detected a similar spectral behaviour
with P2 harder than P1 and the corresponding photon indices be-
ing 1.66±0.02 and 1.80±0.01, respectively (Madsen et al. 2015).
A fit to a power-law function plus exponential cutoff allows us
to impose a lower limit in the spectral cutoff of 700GeV at 95%
CL.

The measured spectral difference at VHE could be naturally
explained either by two distinct production locations for each

2 The fit takes into account the correlation between the MAGIC spec-
tral points due to the unfolding procedure.
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Fig. 3. Phase-folded SED of the Crab P1 (black circles) and P2 (blue cir-
cles) measured by MAGIC between ∼70GeV and 1.5 TeV. The butterfly
identifies the systematic uncertainty on the flux normalization and spec-
tral index, whereas the arrow on the bottom right corner corresponds to
an energy shift of 17%. The Crab nebula spectrum (open squares) is also
shown for comparison. The differential flux upper limits, at 95% CL, are
computed under the assumption of the power-law spectrum measured in
this work.
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Fig. 4. Phase-folded SED of the Crab P1 (black circles) and P2 (blue
circles) at HE and VHE (open and filled circles). The results of the
power-law with exponential cutoff fits to the Fermi-LAT points are illus-
trated by the dashed lines (Aleksić et al. 2014), whereas the joint Fermi-
LAT/MAGIC fits to power-law functions above 10GeV are shown by
solid lines. The upper limits to the differential flux, at 95% CL, are
computed under the assumption of the power-law spectrum found in
this work, as represented by the slope of the arrows.

peak or by the difference in the phase-resolved spectrum of X-
rays which act as targets for IC scattering.

We cross-checked the P2 energy spectrum by comparing
mono data to the stereo data and found that the results were
stable within statistical errors for all the considered unfolding
methods. We also computed the Crab nebula SED, as shown in
Figure 3 (open squares), using the subsample of the data taken
in wobble mode. The nebula spectral measurement was obtained
by analyzing the same energy range as the pulsar analysis, us-
ing the same energy binning and gamma selection cuts. The re-
sulting spectral points are consistent with the results presented
in Aleksić et al. (2012b, 2015). Therefore, we assumed that no
extra systematic uncertainty on the total flux is needed for this
specific analysis. These systematic uncertainties are 17% on the

Article number, page 4 of 6



Examples	of	pulse	profile	morphology				
																																																																																													(2nd	Fermi	LAT	Pulsar	Catalog,	2013)	
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Phase-averaged	density	flux	of	Vela	pulsar	
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PSR	J2021+4026	
Pulse	profile	above	100	MeV	

Ng+	2016	

Before	the	glitch																																														a]er				
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Drop	in	photon	flux	above	100	MeV	
Ng+	2016	
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Figure 2: A map of the catalog of localized sources of TeV gamma-ray emission in Galactic coordinates as of November 2011, provided by the
online catalog TeVCat [14]

Figure 3: The Milagro survey of the Galactic plane. The z-axis is the
pre-trials statistical significance, with a fixed maximum of 7σ. Figure
from Abdo et al. [18].

sources, MGRO J2019+37, is not detected in these ob-
servations presents something of a mystery. The Tibet
ASγ air shower array, also at Yangbajing, consists of
∼ 750 closely-spaced scintillation detectors covering an
area of 36900 m2, and has demonstrated that this tech-
nique is also practical for the detection of bright TeV
sources [20].

4. Extragalactic TeV Sources

4.1. Blazars

Approximately 1% of all galaxies host an active nu-
cleus; a central compact region with much higher than
normal luminosity. Around 10% of these Active Galac-
tic Nuclei (AGN) exhibit relativistic jets, powered by
accretion onto a supermassive black hole. Many of the
observational characteristics of AGN can be attributed
to the geometry of the system; in particular, the orien-
tation of the jets with respect to the observer. Blazars,
which host a jet oriented at an acute angle to the line
of sight, are of particular interest for gamma-ray astron-
omy, as the emission from these objects is dominated by
relativistic beaming effects, which dramatically boost
the observed photon energies and luminosity.
The first extragalactic source discovered at TeV ener-

gies was Markarian 421 [11], a blazar of the BL Lacer-
tae sub-class. The extragalactic TeV catalog now com-
prises ∼ 50 objects, and continues to increase steadily
(Figure 4). Blazar SEDs show a double-peaked struc-
ture in a νFν representation of their spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED), with the lower frequency peak usu-
ally attributed to synchrotron emission of energetic elec-
trons, and the higher frequency peak to inverse Comp-
ton. BL Lac objects are further classified as low-,
intermediate- or high-frequency peaked, according to
the location of the peak of their synchrotron emission.
The majority (∼ 80%) of the known TeV blazars are
high-frequency peaked objects, in part because of inher-
ent biases in the target selection: initially, objects were

4

Very High Energy gamma-ray Sky 

    

In 1989 - 1 source, in 2017 – 220 sources 
Expectations for CTA  ~ 1000 sources 
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Figure 2: A map of the catalog of localized sources of TeV gamma-ray emission in Galactic coordinates as of November 2011, provided by the
online catalog TeVCat [14]

Figure 3: The Milagro survey of the Galactic plane. The z-axis is the
pre-trials statistical significance, with a fixed maximum of 7σ. Figure
from Abdo et al. [18].
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nique is also practical for the detection of bright TeV
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Approximately 1% of all galaxies host an active nu-
cleus; a central compact region with much higher than
normal luminosity. Around 10% of these Active Galac-
tic Nuclei (AGN) exhibit relativistic jets, powered by
accretion onto a supermassive black hole. Many of the
observational characteristics of AGN can be attributed
to the geometry of the system; in particular, the orien-
tation of the jets with respect to the observer. Blazars,
which host a jet oriented at an acute angle to the line
of sight, are of particular interest for gamma-ray astron-
omy, as the emission from these objects is dominated by
relativistic beaming effects, which dramatically boost
the observed photon energies and luminosity.
The first extragalactic source discovered at TeV ener-

gies was Markarian 421 [11], a blazar of the BL Lacer-
tae sub-class. The extragalactic TeV catalog now com-
prises ∼ 50 objects, and continues to increase steadily
(Figure 4). Blazar SEDs show a double-peaked struc-
ture in a νFν representation of their spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED), with the lower frequency peak usu-
ally attributed to synchrotron emission of energetic elec-
trons, and the higher frequency peak to inverse Comp-
ton. BL Lac objects are further classified as low-,
intermediate- or high-frequency peaked, according to
the location of the peak of their synchrotron emission.
The majority (∼ 80%) of the known TeV blazars are
high-frequency peaked objects, in part because of inher-
ent biases in the target selection: initially, objects were

4

PWNe in VHE 

    

In 1989 - 1 source, in 2017 – 37 sources 
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Modelled	SED	of	a	generic	PWN	

H.E.S.S.	Collab.	2017	
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SED	of	the	Crab	Nebula	
Aleksic+	2015	(MAGIC	Coll.)	
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PWN	N	157B	in	Large	Magellanic	Cloud		
The	H.E.S.S.	Collab.	2015	
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The Crab Nebula is not a standard candle at MeV-GeV  
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Super-flare on 2011 April 15-16 
AGILE  

Flaring of the Crab Nebula 

Is	magneQc	reconnecQon	responsible	for	flares	in	Crab	Nebula	?	
	
Where?	Close	to	the	terminaQon	shock	?	



	
Stage	1				The	vacuum	magneQc	dipole	model							
	
	

																						passé,	but	some	features	sAll	in	use	
	
	
Stage	2				The	co-rotaQng	magnetosphere	models		
																		in	low-density,	charge-separaQon	limit					(next	slide)	
	
		

																							sAll	in	use	(many	papers	in	2016,	2017)	
																																but	their	days	are	numbered	
	
	

A brief history of pulsar models in three stages  



To	be	solved	simultaneously	in	a	
magnetosphere:	
	
-		non-vacuum	Poisson	equaQon,		
-		Boltzmann	equaQon	for	pairs,	
-		radiaQve	transfer	
	
Boundary	condiQons	(taken	ad	hoc	=>			
													many	flavours	of	the	model)	
	
The	global	current	closure	issue	–	ignored.	
	

						Results:	model	spectra	and	emission	direcQonaliQes	->	

->	‘observed’	characterisQcs		depend	on	the	inclinaQon					

					angle	and	the	line	of	sight	angle	

                         3D magnetospheric accelerators (gaps) – local approach 



	
1.	Force-free	(FF)	magnetospheres:	
																		
											-	ideal	MHD		(no	dissipaQon	=>	no	radiaQon).	
																																																																			
2.	DissipaQve	magnetospheres	and	winds:		
	
									-		many	versions	of	’FF’	with	macroscopic	conducQvity,	
										
	2a.						ParQcle-In-Cell	(PIC)	simulaQons		
													-	include	parQcle	inerQa	and	acceleraQon,	
															but	only	low-resoluQon	calculaQons	possible	so	far.	
																																										

Stage	3			Electrodynamics	with	the	plasma			
	
																	in	development:	
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Aligned	rotator	with	a	force-free	magnetosphere:	
	
-  dense	(n	>	n_GJ)	plasma	oumlow,	
-  split	monopole	magneQc	field	at	r	>>	R_LC	
-  current	sheet	forms.	

Strong	non-thermal	emission	can	be	
produced	in	the	CS	and	in	the	separatrix	
sheets	inside	the	light	cylinder.	
	

Lyubarskii	1990,	…	,	
Ceruo	&	Beloborodov	2016		
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„a	ballerina	skirt”	
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Back-up	slides	



           Outer Gap and TPC emission models for the Vela pulsar 
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Morphology	of	PWNe	in	X-rays	


